globalisation, or even the global character of culture, and every year there are more publications discussing global art and its history as well as attempts to build global art history as a scientific discipline, I still have an impression that Kitty Zijlmans' question quoted at the beginning of this article remains valid. Even James Elkins, who is considered to be an expert in this field, does not give a satisfactory answer to the question about what global art history should look like. His argument is reduced to a postulate that we should neutralise Western instruments and refer to local texts which may provide both knowledge and tools of research7. Nonetheless, some scholars criticise him for applying them as stable matrices rather than treating them as real, often heterogeneous, historical sources, additionally enveloped with often equivocal interpretations8. If we wish to draw any specific conclusions, they will rather be negative -we know what global art history should not be.
Hans Belting gives a fairly convincing answer to this question, suggesting that global art history should not be associated with the World Art Studies which focus more on studying universally understood world artistic heritage rather than the historical and geographical meaning of artistic creation. It is also neither history of global art, being quite a new phenomenon, nor an "extension" of today's Western art history to areas which have been neglected and ignored so far, namely the so-called Global South (formerly referred to as the Third World), and being a part of contemporary, global art culture because this would mean the continuation of the hegemonic strategy of universalistic, modernistic, Western art history. Belting has no doubts that global art, different from modern and until, recently, contemporary, so-called postmodernist art in terms of quality, is a challenge to art history and, to a certain extent, confirms his earlier theses concerning the breach of a discipline paradigm sity Press, 2005 formulated aptly as "the end of art history"9. Obviously, he did not have in mind the end of reflection about art but transcending the frames of the paradigm -too narrow to embrace many traditional and contemporary art works. What is more, according to Belting, not only the academic discipline requires reconstruction but also the museum which, faced with global challenges (nota bene being realised mostly on the local level), cannot continuously follow previous models: neither MoMA, nor MoCA. The first one was entangled in the mythology of universalism10, the second -in the logic of late capitalism11. The new model should go against both the first and the second one as well as it should remove the disciplinary and institutional barriers separating e.g. an ethnographic museum from the one dedicated to art history, according to the movement springing in culture itself. Above all, it should provide a forum of public debate12.
Global Art History and Post-Colonial Studies
Regardless of the lack of a conceptualised system of "how to deal with global art history?", hence the lack of a cohesive theory, or even a proposition as such13, analytical practice reveals an enormous field of research and extensive literature on this subject14. Its source can be mainly found in the area of the post-colonial studies which started to develop relatively late in our discipline, The basic argument of the art-historical post-colonial studies is the multitude of modernities and modernisms, the variety of meanings and realisations as well as their transcultural, dynamic and participatory (but not disconnected from the centre) character. In fact, most scholars admit it -also these who do not identify themselves with the post-colonial perspective, such as one of the best researches of Asian art -John Clark15, or those who engage in the criticism of these studies somehow from the inside, such as an editor of the key magazine in the field -"Third Text" -Rasheed Araeen who accuse post-colonial theories (and even more the idea of multiculturalism) of masking the Western hegemony and preserving neo-colonial divisions16. However, I would like to mention here an article, written by a well-known expert in Indian art, Partha Mitter, published in the December 2008 issue of "The Art Bulletin"17. The author begins his text with a critical analysis of colonial art history, asserting one-way import of so-called primitive art from Africa, Asia, and Latin America. An Introduction to Global Modernisms, ed. Elaine O'Brien et al. (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2013) . the colony to the metropolis and the movement which another scholar in another place calls mercantilism18. This import was of course related with the Western hegemony and with the conviction that modernism, despite being inspired by the East, may solely emerge in the West and from there it can be exported to the East as a Western product. The East -according to experts in colonialism -is not able to generate contemporary art by itself. Moreover, by importing modernism, an Eastern artist fell into a trap of being between exact and inept imitation. In the first case, he/she was accused by the coloniser of "aping", in the second one -of the lack of progress in his scholarship. In other words, the colonial vision of contemporary art accepts only one modernism -the Western one -which of course conveys a universalistic, hierarchically implemented message. Mitter shows, however, that such a vision conceals an ideology rather than a true image of the relations between the metropolis and the colony. In essence, neither was "reception" of modernism passive in the colonies, nor was the movement unidirectional. In the first aspect, Mitter points to the example of the 19th-century India to show the spreading of academic painting as a synonym of Western colonisation. What is meaningful from the point of view of colonial politics, the academic art touched upon Oriental subjects known to Western art. This tendency was contradicted by nationalist concepts of returning to historical sources and exploitation of art based on traditional, Indian patterns. Nevertheless, the avant-garde movement of the early 1920s -above all cubism which was very popular in the region -overthrew this order. From that moment on, cubisminspired Indian art began to function as a critique of colonial academism, but also nationalism expressed in art modelled on the Indian tradition. In the second aspect, as emphasised by the author, Western references to the so-called primitivism were not solely formalistic inspiration. In his opinion, by pointing to the "other" art, Western artists undermined this cultural hegemony; by rejecting classical and realistic foundations of Western art and by constructing rebellious poetics and messages, they challenged art tradition and imperial politics of the West as well as capitalist and bourgeois attitudes which were the foundation of Western societies including the colonial ones19. Mitter concludes that New Art History, based on post-colonial premises, may disclose a different side of modernism: pluralist, open and decentralised, and present a complex relation between locality and globalism, but also mutual inspirations between peripheries and centres in their dynamic shape. This obviously means -and is underlined by nearly all scholars in the field -that the post-colonial condition not only concerns former colonies but also, or actually most of all, (former?) metropoleis.
In this context, Partha Mitter introduces very interesting notions: "cosmopolitan primitivism" and "virtual cosmopolitism" also called "imagined primitivism", which is clearly a cunning reference to Benedict Anderson's nationalist theory based on the notion of "imagined community". These notions imply that referring to the so-called primitive was very common among modernist artists in the early 20th century and united them ideologically and artistically in their critical strategies towards aesthetic, capitalist and colonial politics of the West, regardless of the country and continent of their origin.20 It is worth adding here that just as avant-garde artists in the West reached for "primitive" works from distant sources, Indian artists drew from their own sources -this situates these two artistic groups in two distinct positions and loosens the bonds within this international primitivist coalition. There is yet another discrepancy between them: Western artists focused on the critique of their "own" colonialism, at least of their own countries, whilst "other" artists, Indian artists in this case, fought with foreign colonialism. Nevertheless, taking up these issues surely made these "communities" be diversely located in the world map back then. It is, however, important to the author that it was the avant-garde, inspired by local folk ("primitive") art, which made it possible for Indian artists to liberate from two traps of colonialism: Western imperialand effectively Oriental -academism and nationalism manifested in Indian aristocratic traditional art (e.g. flat, decorative miniatures).
Post-Colonial Studies and (Eastern) Europe
Post-colonial studies are one of the basic impulses to think about art globally. Should we develop this kind of reflection with regard to Eastern European art in this decentralised, pluralist perspective, we must definitely get through with the post-colonial studies.
We should notice, however, that various publications devoted to global art, and more precisely, to art history seen from the global perspective, de facto omit Eastern Europe. It is sometimes alluded to but in very general terms. Most materials are related with studies on Asian, African, Latin-American and Australian art culture, usually treated separately, somehow next to each other, instead of being evaluated in the context of their interactions. To such researchers, Eastern Europe is neither a problem for analysis nor interesting research material. The artistic reflection presented here is not to be found in their synthetic interpretations. Charlotte Bydler, trying to sketch a global panorama of the discipline cultivated outside the West, writes about art history in Africa, Turkey, Scandinavia, Korea, but she does not refer to Eastern Europe21. In a way, it is actually our fault. Despite several attempts to master art historiography of the region, predominantly made in Germany by Adam Labuda and his students22, a synthetic work about the development of art history in Eastern Europe, which would collect and compare experiences of theoreticians and researchers from different countries, has not been written yet. Certainly, it is not easy as these countries are quite numerous and their inhabitants speak and write using various, little-known languages. Nevertheless, such work must be performed by someone one day. On the other hand, as Jan Bakoš notices, global art history is to a small extent the subject of EasternEuropean art historians' interest23, which is not entirely true but the fact is that there have been no serious studies in this field published in our part of Europe. As a result, we do not participate in this debate on the international level. In other disciplines such as literary studies or political and economic history, the situation is a bit different as proved by Jan Sowa's recent daring re-writing of the Polish history24 and earlier, Ewa Thompson's studies on Russian literature -read from the colonial point of view25. However, this does not mean that such perspective is received uncritically in the field of research on history and literature26. Thus, drawing inspiration from the post-colonial studies in Eastern-European art history, being quite a different phenomenon from literature or history of politics and economy, is not that simple. In order to face this phenomenon at all, we must first rigorously scrutinise art-historical instruments of the post-colonial studies, if we want to go deeper instead of merely utilising slogans concerning multitude, decentralisation, critique of hegemony, hybridity of the subject, etc. I believe that the key matter is criticism of Eurocentrism, intensively exploited by post-colonialists. It is one of our main problems as well. Without dissection of this notion, it is even hard to think about employing this perspective in research devoted to Eastern-European art. The path from this point to globalism, or global history of Eastern-European art, leads through Europe and not in opposition to it. Incidentally, not only European peripheries encounter this issue. Many researchers and observers of global culture agree that farther, intercontinental peripheries also need to take Europe into consideration rather than reject its presence. Because the alternative, as Gerardo Mosquero wrote, is not the "Marco Polo syndrome", and not the return to cultural isolationism or pre-colonial "purity" but discovering the syncretism of modern and contemporary culture, the symbiosis of European and local influences27.
To post-colonial researchers, Europe is a negative figure largely homogenising the culture of the Old Continent. Frankly speaking, they can afford such simplification because, for their own purposes, debating over intra-European colonisation is meaningless. They associate Europe with historical experience of European colonialism represented by Great Britain, France, Belgium, Netherlands, Spain and Portugal. They are not concerned with such countries as Moldavia, Lithuania, Slovakia or Slovenia (often mistaken with each other), Poland -having its own episode of Eastern colonisation, Russia or even Germany, although it was in Berlin where Otto von Bismarck's initiative resulted in organising a conference about the colonial division of the world in the years 1884-1885. Obviously, Germany had overseas colonial ambitions; it even had colonies. Eventually, similarly to Austria and Russia, it concentrated on conquering neighbouring territories rather than exploiting remote continents (earlier Poland acted similarly). Italy's colonial adventure was slightly grotesque; Scandinavians, on the other hand, did not have such experiences at all, not mentioning the Irish -perhaps even more painfully affected by the British imperialism than Indians -who did not enjoy the status of the "pearl in the crown". The completely inverted colonial scheme is manifested by Greece, the home of European civilisation colonised by the non-European superpower. Clearly, there is no one Europe: there is colonial and colonised Europe, imperial and invaded Europe, dominant and subordinated Europe. Comments regarding European pluralism and criticism of the continent's homogenising vision are crucial to us because from our perspective, the notion of Eurocentrism is doubtful, while its post-colonial criticism definitely too simplified.
This has fairly serious consequences: an impossibility to maintain another key post-colonial notion, namely the notion of the "other". To the British coloniser, the Indian is evidently the "other", just like the Arab to the French or the American Indian to the Spanish. Czechs or Hungarians are not really the "other"; they are rather the "close other", "not-quite-other"28, etc. This also works the other way around but not in the case of subjective colonial relations. Moreover, the Polish will also consider the Indian and the African as the "other", especially in the context of culture. The "close other", on the other hand, functions within the same episteme, in the same system of perceiving the world, in the area of the same cultural, traditional, religious models, etc. Consequently, the culture of the European coloniser or occupant is not totally strange, or at least it is not as strange as in transoceanic relations. This makes a fundamental discrepancy as it also defines artistic relations. To artists from Prague or Zagreb, Western-European art centres were not so much external as they were to e.g. Shanghai art circles, most modernist and lively ones in the Chinese culture of the 1930s. Hence, drawing from Parisian models (e.g. cubism) bore a different meaning in Lviv than in Calcutta. It also reached a different ground. Marginal European states, not only these on the East of the continent but also the Northern ones (an often forgotten fact), are not the countries where "art history has no history", as Andrea Buddensieg wrote about Rasheed Araeen29. Therefore, the allegedly analogical and syncretic (as we have called it so far) reception of cubism in Cracow or Riga is not same thing as reception of cubism in Calcutta.
And finally the third question: who is the coloniser and who is colonised here? In attempt to respond to it, or in fact to expose difficulties in giving the response, I will only focus on the period after 1945. From that moment, Eastern Europe is -to a variable extent and with a different dynamic -occupied by the USSR. Cultural colonisation of Eastern-European countries expressed in socialist realism takes place in the late 1940s. By then, everything seems to be in the right place: there is the coloniser (USSR) and there are the colonised (Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, etc.). In the mid 1950s the situation begins to be complicated. Generally speaking, the coloniser withdraws or is withdrawn from the cultural colonisation -again in various degrees and with different dynamics, depending on a country. At least this is what happens in Poland. What is, therefore, the decolonising strategy of Poland and other Eastern countries? It is patterned on Western states, mainly France, where -for many reasons -opportunities for emancipation can be found. For example, in French informel painting, at least as per conviction of local cultural leaders of the Khrushchev Thaw. Since it is not "indigenous" abstract art, the question arises whether this might be French cultural colonisation. If so, one wave of colonisation would be ousted by another, only that the second one was warmly welcomed by the colonised. To some extent, it would resemble the position of cubism in India, which, as already mentioned, forced out par excellence the art of the colonisers, i.e. academism. However, this is not a very close analogy because cubism, "imported" from Paris to Calcutta around 1922, not only had origins in the same geographical region as academism, but also, or most of all, was critical towards this region. Calcutta, therefore, was the destination of art which revolted against art associated with the colonisers, although it was coming from the very colonisers' country. In the mid 1950s in Poland, the situation is slightly different. The geographical and, of course, political vector of colonisation changes its direction. What complicates it even more is that Paris and the afterwar French culture itself becomes a subject of American cultural colonisation, as discussed by Serge Guilbaut30. The Marshall Plan, therefore, made the French drive back. What came next was, for example, colonisation of French cinematography, at least until the emergence of the "new wave" which -what is worth remembering -was a reaction to Hollywood movies. Its political character was manifested not only in topics it touched upon but also in methods of shooting films -constituting the critique of commercial, that is American, cinematography.
However, if we ignored the specificity of Paris and looked at the situation of Eastern-European art culture of the cold war period in the categories of global cultural strategies employed by the antagonistic parties and their artistic manifestations, other complications come to light. Obviously, the cold war was global and its key protagonists, the USSR and the West (the US in fact), went into competition in terms of their cultural strategies on the territories of the Third World countries as they were called back then. In the artistic sense, it was the competition between two myths of universalism, or at least two stylistics with universal ambitions: modernism and socialist realism. The example of the Khrushchev Thaw shows that the question about the coloniser becomes more complex and that the cultural war between the East and the West rages on not only in the Third World but also in the Second and even the First World which is an entirely separate issue. In other words, there might be two colonisers here -one is described as the oppressor, the other as the liberator.
The fourth matter is more of general nature. Post-colonial research is mainly developed in the field of literary studies or philosophy which in fact is also a type of literature. These two fields are the source of key notions and methods of analysis which not always commensurate with art-historical research. The polemic with this perspective was once presented by one of the most interesting researchers of visual culture in the context of the post-colonial condition -the post-colonial condition does not need to correspond with the post-colonial theory with which he nota bene argued -namely, Rasheed Araeen, chief editor of the major specialist periodical "Third Text". In the conclusion of the extensive selection of texts published in this magazine, given a meaningful title A New Beginning, the author depicts main dilemmas concerning the system of notions and the ideology of the post-colonial studies; paradoxically, dilemmas generated within the perspective of the post-colonial condition which, in his opinion, characterise not only the former colonies' territories but above all -the metropoleis31. It is worth noticing that the postcolonial theory should not be identified with the post-colonial condition. The latter is broader and can be the subject of research conducted from many different perspectives.
Let us start with the basic concern: literature uses the language which by nature, if one could say so, is national or ethnic which, essentially, is not the same thing. For obvious reasons, a writer in exile, using a foreign language to write, creates space between his own language and the acquired one, the one imposed by circumstances. The contemporaneity of literature is always mediated by the language -whether it is the language of the colonised (the local language) or the colonisers (the language of the diaspora). Participation in contemporary culture, thus, does not mean "direct" participation in the universal community of contemporary articulation of thoughts. Metaphors, notions, constructs, literary narratives, etc., are somehow translated to a specific language that already has its own "burden". In visual arts, especially in the so-called high art, we have similar traditions which "burden" modernity or modernism (which is of course not the same thing) but participation in this art culture is linked with the myth of the "international style" -allegedly universal and read in a more direct way than nationally burdened literature. We have been convinced that people see more universally than they read.
These beliefs are confirmed, as it seems, by the most recent research on neuroarthistory currently developed by one of the most interesting promoters of the World Art Studies, John Onians32. But Araeen follows another trail. Being engaged in a polemic with Homi Bhabha (a literary studies theoretician) and his key notion of the "hybrid subject" and the "culture in-between", and denouncing these notions for buffering tension between the colonised and the coloniser, he notices that artists in exile such as Brancusi (Romanian) or Picasso (Spanish) as well as many other less known figures coming from other continents neither perceived themselves as "expatriates" nor felt affiliation with the diaspora. On the contrary, they saw themselves as part of the same culture, part of modernity, no matter where they were coming from, they felt they created contemporary art, regardless of the country of their origin and their locality, although -let us add -art historians find such traces in their artistic output. They felt themselves a part of one culture, modern art. The author continues that their so-called exile was by no means imposed; it reflected their willingness to be in the centre (in Paris) and co-create contemporary art. Summarising this fragment of his argument, he ironically observes that the post-colonial theory cannot and does not want to understand it33.
To us, art historians, these comments are crucial. Independently of the radical approach presented by the editor of "Third Text", they attract attention not only to distinctiveness of the artistic experience as compared with other creative experiences and development of a more suitable theory to describe it but they also -somehow incidentally, in the context of mentions concerning Brancusi and Picasso (and we could enlist here several leading contemporary artists living in Paris at that time) -acknowledge a certain European modernist community or a sense of community, regardless of the country of origin of a given artist. To researchers of Eastern-European art, thus, the presented critical reflection over the post-colonial theory could be of the utmost importance.
This long argument is not aimed at discouraging readers from the postcolonial studies and making them put them aside as useless in analysing the global dimension of Eastern-European art. It is quite the opposite in some sense: in my view, many words in the post-colonial glossary may turn out to be useful under the condition their criticism is taken into account. I would say that we need European criticism of the post-colonial studies, somewhat in their own spirit, i.e. we need pluralism and decentralisation, rejection of hegemony and homogenisation; we need specific art-historical critical European studies not as an alternative to the post-colonial studies but as their filter. To put it concisely: the post-colonial studies are shaped against Europeglobalisation of Eastern-European art history has to happen through Europe.
Global Comparative Studies
I wrote a programmatic article about horizontal art history once34. As it usually happens with programmes, this concept is also far from being perfect but -and that is not exceptional either -I am attached to it as its author. I would like to bring it in to the discussion about global art history. I will also add that it is founded on comparative art history as my assumption is that we get to know things by comparing them and I am not the only one to think that. However, the point is not about looking for mutual influences as this is the subject of a different reflection but about comparing seemingly remote areas of art culture in order to ferret out their diversity and eventually, exhibit global polyphony of art in -I shall repeat -the horizontal, parallel dimension instead of being focused concentrically around (Western) art centres. This method would involve two moves: firstly, horizontal historical cuts of the selected moments in global history and art history and, secondly, comparisons drawn in this perspective. It could be done in various areas -on the transnational, transregional and finally, global level. I also spoke of three such historical cuts of the post-war culture when politics or history specifically intertwined with art.
First of all, I spoke of the end of the 1940s when the cold war intensifies and there is mobilisation on both sides of the barricade which significantly affects art in the global scale. This is when the global cultural cold war actually begins, followed by the elimination of (often illusory) remains of artistic freedom in Eastern-European countries; in Czechoslovakia, Poland, Hungary -in all these countries communists gain total power in the years 1947-1948 which, in terms of art culture, leads to introducing socialist realism as an obligatory doctrine. On the other side of the Atlantic Ocean, the strategy of globalising modernism is crystallised as an expression of the "American lifestyle", often triggered by -which is a paradox only on the surface -conservatives or liberal conservatives some of whom hitherto declared to be strongly against modern art. The same art shifts from being radical to being liberal, which should be interpreted in the following way: it moves from leftist engagement, strong in the previous decade, to political non-involvement which of course makes it easier to use such art in the global cultural war by the US administration. This is the beginning of "stealing" Parisian contemporary art by New York35, the beginning of competition and at the same time the political globalisation of two myths of the universal culture: modernism and socialist realism, hence liberalism and socialism. What should be underlined, both Eastern and Western part of Europe becomes the arena of this conflict, but also the so-called Third World is subject to attempts of neo-colonisation by both the USSR and the USA. We should also remember that in 1949 China joins to communist world, while socialist realism becomes there the only acceptable, official artistic doctrine. So we have the same visual schemes as in Romania, Lithuania or Poland, only the eyes of characters on these images are more slanting. The late 1940s also give start to liberation movements in these colonies. The symbolic act of regaining independence of India in 1947 (and its division into two countries) also significantly affects the shape of the country's cultural policy but also the movements of the so-called non-involved states, in Europe represented by Yugoslavia. It would shortly reject the doctrine of realistic socialist art, replacing it with "socialist modernism"; the first sign of such a shift would be formation of the Croatian EXAT 51 group.
Secondly, the period before and after 1968 is yet another turning point on the map of global culture. The political and artistic arena undergoes fundamental revaluation; the wars in the Near East and in Vietnam are a new symptom of the cold war; intensification of the Southern American regimes exerts much influence on the local art culture; intellectual, cultural (also artistic) and moral revolution in the West as well as the Prague Spring in the East has major consequences visible in transformations of the art world. Finally, it is the time of the cultural revolution in China which has an immediate impact on Western-European culture. In that year, India hosted the first graphic arts biennial which -although it was not the first ever biennial outside the Western world (the very first one was organised in 1951 in São Paolo) -confirmed the fact that the so-called Third World countries, or "non-involved countries", among which India played an important role, appeared on the global art scene. Entering the field of comparative studies on Eastern Europe and South America, nota bene developed by Klara Kemp-Welch from Great Britain and Cristina Freire from Brazil36, we should notice that, for instance, artists from Poland 35 Serge Guilbaut, Jak Nowy Jork ukradł ideę sztuki nowoczesnej.
and Argentina started their careers in the similar point of late modernism development, i.e. in the mid-1950s, which coincided with the liberalisation of artistic life in both countries -after banning Peronism in Argentina and Stalinist cultural policy in Poland (toutes proportions gardées). Both countries experienced the emergence of great energy, even euphoria over modernist art in both cases taking from French (not American) sources. In both countries, of course, the 1960s are the years of the neo-avant-garde, including conceptual art, but in Argentina it is the time of remarkable political radicalisation leading to identification of art with direct political action, while in Poland it served as an escape from politics. Thus, the year 1968, which in both countries is very meaningful, looks completely different than 195537.
Thirdly, the horizontal "cut" around 1989: the collapse of a few regimes in the world (Eastern Europe, Latin America, South Africa) and at the same time the aggravation of the political course in China, the emergence of the global art market, great exhibitions and the new axis of the world organisation: North-South, alternative to the cold-war East-West division. The year 1989 also started a debate about the "former West"38, "provincialisation of Europe"39 and movements of artistic and anthropological criteria of artistic analysis on the global scale; as claimed by Alexander Alberro, this is in fact a new era in the world art history40. The point is not only that everywhere in the world, including Eastern Europe, artists become interested in global issues Poland and South Africa). There is also the question of comparing changes which shaped contemporary art with the later world rebellion called the "Arab Spring" and art that defined it.
Alter-Globalist Art History
And the final question is: what does this kind of scientific perspective have to do with economic, political, civilisational and cultural processes of globalisation? Assuming that globalisation is the Empire's instrument41, let us ask how art history can be perceived in this context as a humanistic discipline? For this purpose, I would like to introduce yet another term: alter-globalism. Again, to put it very briefly: alter-globalism is a movement of resistance to globalisation understood in the terms of economy and politics but also art and, more broadly speaking: culture. It originates from anti-globalism, i.e. the opposition to global exploitation of employees by big corporations. Anti-globalist activists soon realised, however, that should the critique and resistance to globalisation be effective, the opposition movement must have a global character as well. Otherwise, it will be easily pacified. As a consequence, the 2001 World Social Forum in Porto Alegre, Brazil, approved the global resistance perspective. From that moment on, the movement started to spread rapidly all over the world -also in Eastern Europe42. In our part of the continent, this movement may be seen in the context of the so-called post-Communist condition which is not at all local but universal43. To a certain extent, it seems obvious, since the cold war and so the Communist condition were of a global character, the more the post-Communist condition should be global as well. In other words, we are faced with the question about the global nature of the post-Communist studies. Nonetheless, this is a separate issue which requires individual elaboration which -until now -in art history has not been yet systematically undertaken.
Art history is part of the humanities -the latter having of course many faces. Many of us interpret this discipline's functions our own way; understanding it has also changed over time. The definition of the humanities close to my outlook is that it is a part of the public debate, or more, it is an element of the strategy of resistance to the authorities and oppression, at the same time being on the side of emancipation and liberation. Art history which would handle such undertaking in the horizontal and comparative perspective (as discussed earlier in this article) -the global undertaking which would involve exposing repressive practices directed towards margins, peripheries both geographically and topographically (i.e. within certain localities) -I would call alter-globalist art history. It could concern both the past and the present, both curatorial and publishing practices, policies of both universities and museums, etc. Its key feature should be criticism and resistance to centralistic and exclusive art-historical activities and ability to reveal mechanisms of building hierarchy and hegemony as well as repression and denial in the global scale.
Research on conceptual art could be illustrative to this type of thinking. In my opinion, the milestone in the global development of such research in the alter-globalist version was the 1999 exhibition Global Conceptualism: Point of Origins organised in the Queens Museum of Art44. It is not the right place to discuss it in detail but we ought to notice that it was quite a natural reaction to another exhibition of conceptual art of an overtly hegemonic and Western-centric character, namely the one entitled L'art conceptuel. Une perspective45 organised in the Parisian Musée d' Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris ten years earlier. At the New York exhibition and in the research developing under its influence, Western conceptual art (mainly Anglo-American) waslet us say -"provincialised", which means that it was exhibited as one of many or among many (South-American, Asian, Russian, Eastern-European, etc.) instead of being considered normative or paradigmatic. The West (England and the US) were reduced to one of the geo-historical territories where conceptualism was developing but it was deprived of the exemplary function. Whereas the remaining regions were presented against different traditions, with their own artistic dynamics and chronology. Therefore, if in (Western) modern art history textbooks conceptualism is analysed in the stream of art of Western provenance developing in the world, let us say: in the category of global domination of the Anglo-American analytical art, here we had an image of the horizontal diachrony of various and equally important art-historical perspectives. It seems that the shift of the scientific paradigm towards alter-globalism was most beneficial to studies on Latin-American art, always developed with the conviction of this continent's separateness and independence of the West46. The development of studies on Eastern-European conceptual art should also be observed in this context as they show considerable independence and individuality of its progress comparing to Western models, at the same time noticing its political meaning understood as resistance to the Communist system47.
Alter-globalist art history, therefore, is not a utopian programme; on the contrary, I would say, and the evidence is provided by the above-mentioned example of conceptual art studies. Perhaps its academic beginnings are not impressive, since this way of thinking is more visible in the work of curators who quite rapidly -considerably faster than academic institutions -took up the challenge of globalisation. Again, it is confirmed by the above example of studies devoted to conceptual art. Some exhibitions and curatorial projects of course complied with globalisation, others chose a critical approach, for instance some of the (increasing in numbers) biennials --and selected global exhibitions. There are art critics who even expect these events to provide space for shaping a global politeia, i.e. creating the world constitution which could protect the world from being exploited by the Empire. Boris Groys writes about this issue in reference to the Istanbul Biennial48 and Charles Esche elaborates on it in the context of the Havana Biennial -its third edition, to be precise (unfortunately, the subsequent ones have not satisfied these hopes)49. It is also analysed by Okwui Enwezor, the artistic director of one of the most interesting editions of the Documenta exhibition: Documenta 11, proving that great world exhibitions may (but of course do not have to) be counter-hegemonic or counter-normative to the Western system50. While Ranjit Hoskote, pointing to the example of the seventh Gwangju Biennial in Korea, uses the term "biennial of resistance" to define low-budget events of a distinctly rebellious character51. Also Thomas Fillitz notices the possibility of building "zones of contact" between different cultures (the very expression comes from the title of the 2006 Biennial in Sydney entitled Zones of Contact) on the basis of the Dakar Biennale (Dak' Art). In his view, biennials can generate some kind of parallelism of perceiving different cultures and create an alternative to museums which are still -despite slogans they promote -subject to the domination of the Western paradigm of understanding art52.
The necessity of building the world politeia stems from the conviction that the lack of control over the global capital will cause the democracy crisis. So far, the democratic system has functioned within the national state within which, until recently, the economy has functioned as well -at least key economic decisions were taken in this area, subsequently negotiated with other national states. However, the economy escaped the control democratically -precisely within the state of elective institutions. It is the markets, not people, that shape it and the markets seem not to be under any control, certainly not the democratic one. In short, citizens lost control over the economy. The path the nationalists dreamed of, which implies turning one's back to globalisation, is unfeasible. We need something that was called here politeia. But to make such a constitution effective in guaranteeing control to citizens, it has to be global. The above-mentioned authors believe that art has enormous power to build global culture and shape attitudes of global democracy; art which addresses political issues and which is characterised by global agoraphilia, willingness to be engaged globally, art which appears at the above enlisted exhibitions and biennials may be the avant-garde of such social and political changes. Obviously, excessive expectations for the causative function of art may be almost naive. Rasheed Araeen warns us against such illusions but he still maintains that criticism should be accompanied by the positive vision of the future, the vision of liberation53. Whereas Krzysztof Wodiczko adds: "After post-structuralism the time has come for self-reconstruction -the road to new visions and political, social and cultural constructs. Contriving and designing new, activating, open and agonistic projects […] must become a part of this emancipatory programme"54.
The most recent example of such a tendency may be the seventh edition of the Berlin Biennial curated by one of the most world famous artists of global agoraphilia, Artur Żmijewski, under the meaningful title Forget Fear55. In a very interesting manner, Żmijewski shifted emphasis from the artwork to the art institution, turning the hierarchy established by artists in the late 1960s upside down. They revolted against the dominant role of galleries and museums, protecting the work of art and its artistic nature from the manipulatory -as they declared -practices of these institutions. Żmijewski no longer perceives the work of art as a priority; politics -important to artists around 1968 as well -does not need mediation of art -it may be exposed in direct actions. Hence, art ceases to be of the fundamental importance and gives way to the directly formulated political action. There were several examples as such at the above-mentioned biennial, starting with the basement -nomen omen -occupied by representatives of the "occupy" movement, through Marina against the Western hegemony in the art world, others -like Joaquin Barriendos -observe the processes of re-westernisation of the world art culture. What the author sees in so-called geo-aesthetics, i.e. the interest of Western institutions in creative output from other regions of the world (he points to Latin America), is first of all the strategy of labelling the "other" in order to maintain the dominant role of the Western canon of artistic values. The author claims that the question which should be posed here in order to disclose the truth about the relations between "us" and "others" is the question about who and where decides about the attribution of the status of periphery. According to him -mainly Western institutions such as museums, above all. He notices the possibility to rebuild this relation but this would require a different museum policy of purchases, the willingness of museums to open their "imagination" to real problems of another culture. Most importantly, however, it would require something he calls the "inter-epistemological dialogue"58 which, I believe, may be the task not necessarily of art itself but art history.
Assuming that the two are linked with each other systemically59, i.e. they are parts of the alter-globalist system, I can only summarise it by paraphrasing Kitty Zijlmans, quoted at the beginning of this text, that there is not (yet) alter-globalist art history. This does not mean, however, that it will not occur in the future…
Translation: Marta Skotnicka

